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INTRODUCTION

In June 2022, the Supreme Court handed down its landmark decision in West Virginia v. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), which marked the first time the Court named and expressly relied on the major questions doctrine. Just one year later, in June 2023, the Court handed down Biden v. Nebraska, another landmark decision that applied the major questions doctrine.

Before West Virginia, the Court had arguably invoked the major questions doctrine (though not by name) in roughly half a dozen cases over approximately thirty years, but the Court’s application of the doctrine across
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1. 142 S. Ct. 2587 (2022).
2. Id. at 2609, 2633–34, 2641.
4. 142 S. Ct. at 2608–09.
these cases bore little in common. Legal scholarship rightfully criticized the Court’s inconsistency and the doctrine’s overall lack of clarity, which allowed litigants to construe the doctrine in surprising ways. In West Virginia, the Court had the opportunity to articulate a clear and workable framework of the doctrine to guide lower courts and litigants. Although one could read West Virginia as an attempt to provide such guidance to lower courts, it is far from a model of clarity.

This Article surveys how lower federal courts have interpreted West Virginia and applied the major questions doctrine. As of October 1, 2023, 114 lower federal court cases have cited West Virginia, thirty-eight of which discuss the major questions doctrine. Of these thirty-eight, thirteen were from circuit

7. Brunstein & Revesz, supra note 6, at 218–19.
8. Brunstein & Goodson, supra note 5.
10. See infra Part I. Surveying Lower Court Decisions. The remaining seventy-six citing references to West Virginia are summarized here. Eighteen cases cite West Virginia for other principles of statutory interpretation. See, e.g., Midship Pipeline Co., v. Fed. Energy Regul. Comm’n, 45 F.4th 867, 876 (5th Cir. 2022) (“Agencies have only those powers given to them by Congress, and ‘enabling legislation’ is generally not an ‘open book to which the agency [may] add pages and change the plot line.’” (citing West Virginia v. EPA, 142 S. Ct. 2587, 2609 (2022) (internal citations omitted))). One case cites West Virginia in a discussion providing background on Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act. See Demmons v. ND OTM L.L.C, No. 1:22-CV-00305-NT, 2023 WL 5936671, at *4 (D. Me. Sept. 12, 2023). Twelve cases cite West Virginia to argue that deference to agency interpretation under Chevron U.S.A., Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837 (1984) may have fallen out of favor with the Supreme Court. See, e.g., Diaz-Rodriguez v. Garland, 55 F.4th 697, 728 (9th Cir. 2022) (“We recognize the future of the Chevron deference doctrine has been called into question. In recent years, several [J]ustices have called for the Court to reexamine Chevron deference or proposed
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courts (in the D.C., Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Ninth, and Eleventh Circuits), and twenty-five were from district courts (in the D.C., First, Second, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Eighth, Ninth, and Tenth Circuits). These cases deal with a wide range of issues, including, for example, student visas, gun control, campaign contributions, the terrorism watchlist, minimum wage standards, the duties of investors, and COVID-19 masking and vaccine requirements.

There is no one major questions doctrine in the lower courts. Judges have taken vastly different approaches to defining and applying the doctrine both within and across circuits. These differences illustrate that many judges may view the doctrine as a little more than a grab bag of factors, which they seem to be choosing from at their discretion. Lower court judges do not appear to be constrained in how they apply the doctrine. In a majority of cases concerning Biden Administration agency actions and executive orders, judges applied the doctrine to reach outcomes that aligned with the political party of their appointing President.

There are many dimensions across which judges’ definitions and applications of the doctrine varied. First, judges varied in how they defined the triggers for the doctrine. Some judges relied on a single factor to trigger the doctrine—for example, whether the action at issue raised a question of “economic and political significance,” according to the court.11 Another judge took a different approach, defining the doctrine as applying to cases in which an agency action constitutes a “transformative expansion of regulatory authority.”12 Others relied on two or more factors—for example, “[1] the

11. See, e.g., Texas v. United States, 50 F.4th at 526–27 (quoting Texas v. United States (DAPA), 809 F.3d 134, 181 (5th Cir. 2015)).
‘history and the breadth of the authority that [the agency] asserted[;] . . . [2] the ‘economic and political significance’ of that assertion; and [3] the principle that ‘[e]xtraordinary grants of regulatory authority are rarely accomplished through ‘modest words,’ ‘vague terms,’ or ‘subtle device[s].’’”

Another judge relied on three somewhat different factors: “(1) whether the challenged action is outside the agency’s traditional field of expertise, (2) whether it intrudes on matters typically governed by state law, and (3) whether Congress has already expressly considered and rejected the measure.”

Even among judges who defined the doctrine in the same or similar ways, judges varied in their analyses under the doctrine. This variance is partly explained by the fact that when it came time to apply the doctrine, judges sometimes deviated from their own articulated frameworks. For example, some judges that advanced a multi-prong framework involving the “history and the breadth of the authority that [the agency] asserted,” did not actually discuss regulatory history.

Judges who relied on the same triggers for the doctrine also differed in terms of the metrics they used to assess the applicability of those triggers. For example, in assessing whether an agency action was economically significant, one judge explained that “courts have generally considered an agency action to be of vast economic significance if it requires ‘billions of dollars in spending.’”

Another judge found that an agency action was economically significant because it would have an “economic impact” of $1.7 billion in projected “annual transfer from employers to employees.” Meanwhile, another judge found that just millions of dollars in costs was sufficient to trigger the doctrine.


15. Wash. All. of Tech. Workers, 50 F.4th at 206 (Henderson, J., dissenting) (alteration in original) (quoting West Virginia, 142 S. Ct. at 2608). See also infra notes 55–62 and accompanying text.


Yet another judge considered the scale of the relevant regulated industry as opposed to the agency action itself.\textsuperscript{20} Finally, some of the variations in judges’ definitions and applications of the doctrine stem from whether the judges relied on the \textit{West Virginia} majority opinion or the \textit{West Virginia} concurring opinion from Justice Neil Gorsuch.\textsuperscript{21} Thirty-two of the thirty-eight decisions apply the \textit{West Virginia} majority opinion, while five decisions—all from district courts in the First, Fourth, and Fifth Circuits—seem to rely partly or exclusively on the reasoning in the \textit{West Virginia} concurring opinion from Justice Gorsuch.\textsuperscript{22} All six of these judges were Republican appointees.\textsuperscript{23} As explained in greater detail below,\textsuperscript{24} Justice Gorsuch’s concurring opinion differs from the majority opinion in important ways.\textsuperscript{25}

This survey also reveals that in a majority of cases concerning Biden Administration agency actions and executive orders, judges applied the doctrine in line with the political party of their appointing President. Of the thirty-eight cases discussing the doctrine, twenty-one were challenges to Biden Administration agency actions or executive orders.\textsuperscript{26} Among these

\textsuperscript{20} SEC v. Terraform Labs Pte. Ltd., No. 23-cv-1346 [JSR], 2023 WL 4858299, at *8 (S.D.N.Y. July 31, 2023) (concluding that the major questions doctrine did not apply because the regulated “industry—though certainly important—falls far short of being a ‘portion of the American economy’ bearing ‘vast economic and political significance’” (quoting Util. Air Regul. Grp. v. EPA, 573 U.S. 302, 324 (2014))]

\textsuperscript{21} West Virginia v. EPA, 142 S. Ct. 2587, 2616 (2022).


\textsuperscript{23} See infra Part I. Surveying Lower Court Decisions.

twenty-one cases, eighteen applied the doctrine along partisan lines: eight involved Democratic appointees upholding Biden Administration agency actions or executive orders, and nine of these cases involved Republican appointees invalidating Biden Administration agency actions or executive orders.\(^\text{27}\) In one additional case, a Republican appointee invalidated a Biden Administration agency action, but on grounds that were, in his view, distinct from the major questions doctrine.\(^\text{28}\)

That leaves just three cases that challenged Biden Administration agency actions or executive orders in which judges reached outcomes that clearly cut against the political party of the judges’ appointing President. The first case is *Mayes v. Biden*,\(^\text{29}\) in which Judge Bennett, a Republican appointee in the Ninth Circuit, joined by another Republican appointee and a Democratic appointee, upheld the Biden Administration’s Contractor Vaccine Mandate despite three other circuits having previously found that it violated the major questions doctrine.\(^\text{30}\) The second case is *Miller v. Garland*,\(^\text{31}\) in which Judge Rossie Alston, a Republican appointee in the Eastern District of Virginia, upheld the Biden Administration’s rule clarifying that weapons equipped with...
a stabilizing brace, which had previously evaded regulation, qualified under the definition of a “rifle” under the National Firearms Act. And the third case is *State of Utah v. Walsh*, in which Judge Mark Kacsmaryk, a Republican appointee in the Northern District of Texas, held that the doctrine did not apply to the Biden Administration’s 2022 Investment Duties Rule.

This survey also reveals some notable doctrinal developments. First, there is a circuit split over whether the major questions doctrine does not apply, as a categorical matter, to the procurement actions of the President. Five of the thirty-eight cases concerned President Biden’s vaccine mandate for federal contractors, and one case concerned President Biden’s minimum wage standard for federal contractors. The Ninth Circuit found as a categorical matter that the doctrine does not apply to proprietary actions of the President, while the Fifth, Sixth, and Eleventh Circuits reached the opposite conclusion. In addition, there was only one decision in which a judge found that the major questions doctrine did apply but concluded that the agency had “clear congressional authorization” for the action. And finally, two judges applied the doctrine in cases in which agencies were not a party. One of these cases did not involve any agency action whatsoever.

The upshot of this survey is that then-Judge Kavanaugh’s observation that “determining whether a rule constitutes a major rule sometimes has a bit of a ‘know it when you see it’ quality” remains as pertinent as ever. The Court’s continued lack of clarity means lower courts remain unconstrained in how they apply the doctrine, and their applications of the doctrine appear to largely track with the political party of the judges’ appointing President.

---

32. *Id.* at *9–10.
41. *See supra* notes 25–34 and accompanying text.
I. Surveying Lower Court Decisions

Judges have taken vastly different approaches to interpreting West Virginia and defining and applying the major questions doctrine. This part analyzes each case discussing the major questions doctrine since West Virginia, organized by circuit.

A. D.C. Circuit

Since West Virginia, the D.C. Circuit has decided four cases that discuss the major questions doctrine, and judges in the District of Columbia have decided two cases that discuss the doctrine.

The first case from the D.C. Circuit, Loper Bright Enterprises, Inc. v. Raimondo, addressed the legality of the National Marine Fisheries Service’s rule that established industry-funded at-sea monitoring programs under the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act. Judge Rogers, writing for the court, advanced a framework of the doctrine comprised of two prongs: “the ‘history and breadth of the authority that [the agency] has asserted,’ and the ‘economic and political significance of that assertion.’” In a terse analysis, Judge Rogers concluded that the major questions doctrine did not apply because Congress “delegated broad authority to an agency with expertise and experience within a specific industry, and the agency action is so confined, claiming no broader power to regulate the national economy.”

The second case, Washington Alliance of Technology Workers v. Department of Homeland Security (DHS), addressed the legality of a DHS rule under the Immigration and Nationality Act that allowed F-1 student visa holders to complete a one-year post-graduation optional practical training program and allowed for a two-year extension for students with degrees in STEM.

---


44. 45 F.4th 359, 363 (D.C. Cir. 2022).


46. Loper Bright, 45 F.4th at 364–65.

47. Id. at 365.


fields. Judge Pillard, writing for the court, upheld the rule without reaching the major questions doctrine. Judge Henderson, dissenting in part, concluded that DHS’s rule violated the major questions doctrine. Judge Henderson’s framework of the doctrine consisted of three enumerated prongs: “[1] the ‘history and the breadth of the authority that [the EPA] ha[d] asserted[,]’ [2] the ‘economic and political significance’ of that assertion; and [3] the principle that ‘[e]xtraordinary grants of regulatory authority are rarely accomplished through modest words, vague terms, or subtle device[s].’” Judge Henderson then found that DHS’s use of a definitional statutory provision was “too ‘subtle [a] device’ and a ‘wafer-thin reed’ on which to rest” the rule which concerns “the largest highly skilled guest worker program.” Finally, she found that “as to breadth, the [rule] triples the amount of time that STEM F-1 graduates may stay in the country—an alarming expansion of DHS authority under the F-1 statute.”

Judge Justin Walker authored the two remaining D.C. Circuit opinions that discussed the doctrine. First, Guedes v. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms & Explosives (ATF) involved a challenge to an ATF rule that defined “machine gun” under the National Firearms Act and Gun Control Act to include bump stocks. The D.C. Circuit upheld the rule and denied a petition for rehearing en banc. In a dissent to the denial for rehearing en banc, Judge Walker cited West Virginia and other major questions doctrine precedents to argue that the ATF rule was a “glaring example of an increasingly common story” in which “[1] Congress considers a highly controversial solution to a modern problem that attracts great public attention[;]...[2] Despite that attention, Congress does not pass legislation addressing it[;]...[3] The executive then finds within an old statute the power to address the problem that Congress did not.”

In Heating, Air Conditioning & Refrigeration Distributions International v. EPA, however, Judge Walker defined the doctrine as applying to agency “decisions
of vast economic and political significance.” He concluded that the rule at issue—which dealt with the phaseout of hydrofluorocarbons under the American Innovation and Manufacturing Act—did not trigger the doctrine because it was not “important” or “expensive” enough. Judge Walker explained that although the Court was not relying on the major questions doctrine, the Court was relying on “another long-standing rule of interpretation,” which he called “the American Trucking rule”: “Congress . . . does not alter the fundamental details of a regulatory scheme in vague terms or ancillary provisions.”

Judges in the District Court for the District of Columbia decided two cases that discussed the major questions doctrine. First, in United States v. Rhine, a defendant charged with involvement in the January 6, 2021, attack on the Capitol argued that the law he was charged with violating was unlawful under the major questions doctrine. Judge Rudolph Contreras quickly dismissed the major questions argument in a footnote, in which he defined the doctrine as turning on the “history and breadth of the authority that the agency has asserted and the economic and political significance of that assertion.”

Finally, in Ready for Ron v. Federal Election Commission (FEC), a political committee brought an action against the FEC to provide an in-kind contribution without facing an enforcement action under the Federal Election Campaign Act (FECA). Judge Randolph Moss explained that the major questions doctrine turns on the “‘history and the breadth of the authority that [the agency] has asserted,’ and the ‘economic and political significance’ of that assertion.” Moreover, he added that the doctrine “applies in particular when such authority ‘lack[s] historical precedent,’ . . . in the face of ambiguous statutory language.” He concluded that the doctrine did not apply to this case because the “authority the FEC assert[ed] [was] no different than the authority it has always asserted . . . since FECA’s inception” and the statutory terms on which the FEC relied were part of “FECA’s core provisions,” not “the sort of ‘cryptic’ statutory language with which the major questions doctrine is most concerned.”

59. 71 F.4th 59, 67 (D.C. Cir. 2023).
60. Id.
61. Id. (citing Whitman v. Am. Trucking Ass’ns, 531 U.S. 457, 468 (2001)).
63. Id. Judge Contreras concluded that there was “no plausible argument” that the issue of whether a purported delegation to restrict an area to protect the President, Vice President, or other Secret Service protege, rose to the level of a major question. Id.
64. Id. at *1.
65. Id. at *10.
66. Id.
67. Id.
As the cases summarized above demonstrate, judges in the D.C. Circuit offered several different articulations of the major questions doctrine. Judge Rogers and Judge Contreras defined the doctrine as a two-prong framework that involves “the ‘history and breadth of the authority that [the agency] has asserted,’ and the ‘economic and political significance’ of that assertion.” Judge Henderson and Judge Moss both seemed to advance a three-prong framework comprised of the two prongs from Judge Rogers and Judge Contreras’s framework and an additional third prong discussing whether the agency relied on “‘modest words,’ ‘vague terms,’ or ‘subtle device[s]’” or “ambiguous” and “‘cryptic’ statutory language.”

Meanwhile, Judge Walker seems to have offered two formulations of the doctrine, which differ from one another and from the formulations advanced by the other judges in the D.C. Circuit. Judge Walker advanced a three-prong framework in Guedes that involves (1) congressional and public attention to a “highly controversial” issue, (2) congressional failure to “pass legislation,” and (3) the executive’s reliance on an “old statute.” All three of these factors differ from those relied upon by the other judges in the D.C. Circuit, although the first and second factors could be read as metrics of political significance. In his second formulation of the doctrine, in Heating, Air Conditioning & Refrigeration, Judge Walker defined the doctrine simply as applying to “decisions of vast economic and political significance.” Here, Judge Walker also differentiated the major questions doctrine from “the American Trucking rule” that “Congress . . . does not alter the fundamental details of a regulatory scheme in vague terms or ancillary provisions.” In drawing this distinction, Judge Walker’s formulation is directly in tension with that of Judge Henderson and Judge Moss, who considered whether the agency relied on “vague terms or ancillary provisions” in their frameworks of the major questions doctrine.

---

72. Id. (citing Whitman v. Am. Trucking Ass’ns, 531 U.S. 457, 468 (2001)).
73. See infra note 69 and accompanying text. Judge Walker’s distinction between the major questions doctrine and the “American Trucking rule” also seems to be in tension with West
The variation in how D.C. Circuit judges applied the doctrine is not explained solely by their differing frameworks but also by the fact that judges did not always faithfully apply their own frameworks. While Judge Rogers, Judge Henderson, Judge Contreras, and Judge Moss all articulated frameworks of the doctrine that involve “the ‘history and breadth of the authority that [the agency] has asserted,’” only Judge Moss’s analysis discussed the history of the agency’s exercise of regulatory authority. These omissions cannot necessarily be explained by a lack of pertinence. For example, Judge Henderson’s omission of regulatory history was especially odd given the majority opinion’s extensive discussion of regulatory history.

Throughout these opinions, judges in the D.C. Circuit differed in their treatment and measurement of economic and political significance. For example, in assessing economic significance, Judge Rogers noted that the agency at issue had not claimed the “power to regulate the national economy.” But Judge Rogers did not discuss other metrics of economic significance, such as the cost of the rule, which the fishing companies cited in their briefing: the monitoring program would “cost . . . upwards [of] $710 per day[, which] is expected to impose a substantial hardship on the fleet.” Judge Henderson cited the size and length of the regulatory program. Judge Walker referred only to the rule’s “importan[ce]” and “expens[e],” but did not specify a metric for either consideration. In contrast, although Judge Contreras and Judge Moss included this prong in their frameworks, they did not address this prong in their analyses.

Overall, the six opinions from judges in the D.C. Circuit following West Virginia reveal at least three different frameworks for the major questions doctrine and significant variation in terms of how judges apply their frameworks.

74. See infra notes 68–69 and accompanying text.
77. Loper Bright Enters., Inc. v. Raimondo, 45 F.4th 359, 365 (D.C. Cir. 2022).
79. Wash. All. of Tech. Workers, 50 F.4th at 194.
B. Fifth Circuit

Since *West Virginia*, the Fifth Circuit has decided three cases that discussed the doctrine, and district court judges in the Fifth Circuit have decided nine cases that discussed the doctrine. In the three Fifth Circuit opinions, *Texas v. United States*, *Louisiana v. Biden*, and *Texas v. Nuclear Regulatory Comm’n*, judges advanced a framework of the doctrine that turned on “economic and political significance.” The first Fifth Circuit case, *Texas v. United States*, involved a challenge to the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program under the Immigration and Nationality Act. As in prior litigation over DACA and the Deferred Action for Parents of Americans (DAPA) program, the court held that DACA violated the major questions doctrine because it concerned “question[s] of deep ‘economic and political significance.’” Judge Priscilla Richman’s analysis relied only on metrics of economic and political significance. Comparing DACA to DAPA, Judge Richman acknowledged that nearly three times as many people would be eligible for DAPA (4.3 million) as compared to DACA (only 1.5 million). But she dismissed this difference, concluding that “[a]ny difference in size does not meaningfully diminish the importance of the issues at stake” and turned to other metrics. Somewhat counterintuitively, she relied instead on metrics of the economic harm that would result from the *rescission* of DACA, writing that:

DACA is of enormous political and economic significance to supporters and opponents alike. Amici businesses report that national GDP may contract by as much as $460 billion without DACA. An expert for the Intervenors estimated that DACA contributes

---

83. 50 F.4th 498 (5th Cir. 2022).
84. 55 F.4th 1017 (5th Cir. 2022).
85. 78 F.4th 827 (5th Cir. 2023).
88. Id. at 526.
89. Id.
90. Id. at 527.
91. Id.
over $3.5 billion in net fiscal benefits to federal, state, and local entities.\(^{92}\)

The second case, *Louisiana v. Biden*, involved a challenge to President Biden’s Executive Order under the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act requiring COVID-19 vaccination for employees of federal contractors (Contractor Vaccine Mandate).\(^{93}\) Although Judge Kurt D. Engelhardt also defined the doctrine as turning on economic and political significance, his analysis did not focus on metrics of this significance, but rather, on regulatory history. He concluded that the Contractor Vaccine Mandate was not a “straight-forward nor [a] predictable example of procurement regulations authorized by Congress” and that it was inconsistent with the historical record; it thus constituted “an enormous and transformative expansion in’ the President’s power under the [] Act.”\(^{94}\)

The third case, *Texas v. Nuclear Regulatory Commission*, concerned the Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s licensing of certain nuclear storage facilities.\(^{95}\) Judge James C. Ho focused his analysis on measuring the political significance of the action.\(^{96}\) As metrics of political significance, Judge Ho considered that nuclear waste “has been hotly politically contested for over a half century,”\(^{97}\) and Congress itself acknowledged in the findings section of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act that “high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel have become major subjects of public concern.”\(^{98}\)

There were also nine district court cases that discussed the major questions doctrine in the Fifth Circuit, in which judges offered a variety of frameworks of the doctrine. First, in at least three cases, district court judges also defined the doctrine as turning on economic and political significance. For example, in *Brown v. U.S. Department of Education (DOE)*,\(^{99}\) which challenged President Biden’s student loan cancellation policy under the Higher Education Relief Opportunities for Students Act (HEROES Act),\(^{100}\) Judge Mark T. Pittman in the Northern District of Texas defined the doctrine as applying to

---

92. Id.
94. Id. at 1029–31. In his dissent, Judge Graves argued that the major questions doctrine did not apply to the President, nor to the use of proprietary authority. Id. at 1038–39 (Graves, J., dissenting).
95. 78 F.4th 827 (5th Cir. 2023).
96. Id. at 844.
97. Id.
98. Id.
“decisions of vast ‘economic and political significance.’” Judge Drew B. Tipton in the Southern District of Texas also defined the doctrine as turning on economic and political significance in *Texas v. Biden*, which involved a challenge to President Biden’s executive order under the Procurement Act raising the minimum wage paid by federal contractors.

Similarly, in *United States v. Empire Bulkers Ltd.*, in which a defendant was charged with a violation of a regulation instituting recordkeeping requirements under the Act to Prevent Pollution from Ships, Judge Mary Ann Vial Lemmon in the Eastern District of Louisiana defined the doctrine as applying to “issues of major national significance.” Her analysis, however, did not discuss metrics of significance but instead focused on the fact that the regulation “did not result in a shift of the enforcement regime,” and so “there was no major enforcement shift that could be considered a ‘major question.’”

In two other cases, district court judges seemed to define the doctrine as turning on economic and political significance but also found other factors relevant as well. This was the case in *Louisiana v. Becerra*, a case challenging the Department of Health and Human Services’ COVID-19 masking and vaccination requirements for the Head Start program. Judge Terry A. Doughty in the Western District of Louisiana defined the doctrine as turning on economic and political significance. But Judge Doughty also seemed to identify as relevant whether the agency action would “bring about an enormous and transformative expansion in [its] regulatory authority,” whether the “agency claims to discover in a long-extant statute an unheralded power to regulate ‘a significant portion of the American economy,’” and whether the agency relied on “vague terms or ancillary provisions.”

This was also the case in *Kovac v. Wray*, a case in which individuals who were erroneously placed on the terrorism watchlist sued agencies in the Northern District of Texas alleging that the agencies violated the doctrine in

---

103. *Id.* at *27* (citing *Louisiana v. Biden*, 55 F.4th 1017, 1029–31 (5th Cir. 2022)).
105. *Id.* at *1–2.
106. *Id.* at *2.
108. *Id.* at 492.
109. *Id.* at 491–92.
creating and maintaining the watchlist. Judge Brantley Starr initially defined the doctrine as turning on “the history and the breadth of the authority that the agency has asserted, and the economic and political significance of that assertion,” but then defined the doctrine as simply applying to agency “decisions of vast economic and political significance.” Judge Starr concluded that the terrorism watchlist had vast political significance because the watchlist consists of over a million people, the government can place an unlimited number of people on the list, and there are significant liberty intrusions that flow from the list.

In four other district court opinions, judges advanced multi-prong frameworks of the doctrine. Two of these opinions were from Judge Robert Pitman in the Western District of Texas. First, in *Restaurant Law Center v. United States Department of Labor (DOL)*, Judge Robert Pitman considered a DOL rule that instituted pay protections for tipped employees. He defined the doctrine as concerning: “[(1)] the history and the breadth of the authority that [the EPA] ha[d] asserted[,] ... [(2)] the economic and political significance of that assertion; and [(3)] the principle that [e]xtraordinary grants of regulatory authority are rarely accomplished through modest words, vague terms, or subtle device[s].” In his analysis, he concluded that the cost of the rule, $183.6 million, was less than the billions of dollars considered in prior major questions doctrine cases and did not rise to the level of vast economic significance required by *West Virginia*. He also considered the history of DOL’s guidance and concluded that the rule did not “substantially restructure” the market or invoke any ‘newfound power’; nor [did] it rely on a ‘rarely used’ or ‘ancillary provision’ of the law.

In Judge Robert Pitman’s second opinion, *Mayfield v. DOL*, which concerned the DOL’s minimum wage salary test for exemption from the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA), he adopted a similar approach. He defined

111. See id. at *1–3.
112. Id. at *4.
113. Id. (citing Brown v. DOE, 640 F. Supp. 3d 644, 664–66 (N.D. Tex. 2022), vacated and remanded, 143 S. Ct. 2343 (2023)). To my knowledge, this is the only case after *West Virginia* in which a judge determined the doctrine applied, but that the agency action survived because the agency had clear congressional authorization. Id. at *5–8.
116. See id.
117. Id. at *12 (internal quotations omitted).
118. Id. at *13.
119. Id.
121. 29 U.S.C. § 203.
the doctrine as turning on “the history and the breadth of the authority that [the agency] has asserted, and the economic and political significance of that assertion.”\textsuperscript{122} In assessing economic significance, he considered the $173.3 million in costs to employers, as well as the $298.8 million in transfers, and concluded that these figures were not large enough to trigger the doctrine.\textsuperscript{123} He also concluded that the rule did not regulate “vast swaths of American life” as it made 1.2 million workers nonexempt, who were previously exempt, but this was a “small fraction” of the 139.4 million workers who are covered by the FLSA.\textsuperscript{124} In addition, his analysis focused on the fact that the rule was not adopting “a new approach,” but instead was consistent with the agency’s approach for over seven decades and was within DOL’s “conferred authority” as DOL is “expect[ed]” to regulate the labor force.\textsuperscript{125}

Judge J. Campbell Barker also offered a similar, although somewhat different, framework in \textit{Chamber of Commerce v. Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB)},\textsuperscript{126} which involved a challenge to CFPB’s guidance that discrimination is an “unfair, deceptive, or abusive act[] or practice[].”\textsuperscript{127} He defined the doctrine as turning on “the law’s history, the breadth of the regulatory assertion, and the economic and political significance of the assertion.”\textsuperscript{128} In his analysis, Judge Barker found that “the millions of dollars per year spent by companies” in compliance with a rule triggered the doctrine.\textsuperscript{129} He also wrote that the action “would have significant political implications as to both state and federal power.”\textsuperscript{130} As to state power, Judge Barker noted that it would “significantly alter the balance between federal and state power.”\textsuperscript{131} Judge Barker concluded that “[t]he federal-powers implications of the agency’s position are just as profound” because “[f]ederal nondiscrimination statutes typically define what classes are protected, what outcomes or actions are prohibited, and defenses to liability. Those decisions are often part of delicate negotiations requiring compromises or tradeoffs.”\textsuperscript{132}

Magistrate Judge Rebecca Rutherford in the Northern District of Texas offered a different multi-prong framework of the doctrine in \textit{Federation of...
Americans for Consumer Choice, Inc v. DOL,\textsuperscript{133} which concerned DOL’s rule to determine whether financial professionals are acting as “investment advice fiduciaries” under ERISA.\textsuperscript{134} Judge Rutherford wrote that “[w]hen determining whether the major questions doctrine applies, the Fifth Circuit generally considers factors such as: (1) whether the authority is from an ‘old statute employed in a novel manner,’ (2) the economic impact of the regulation, (3) whether the regulation lies outside of the agency’s ‘core competencies,’ and (4) whether the regulation involves a matter of political significance.”\textsuperscript{135} In her analysis, Judge Rutherford considered “the costs imposed on individuals covered by the statute—not simply the total amount of assets affected.”\textsuperscript{136} Since compliance costs amounted to $80 million annually, she found that amount “far short of the ‘vast economic...significance’ to support application of the [doctrine].”\textsuperscript{137}

Finally, in Utah v. Walsh,\textsuperscript{138} which involved a challenge to DOL’s Investment Duties rule clarifying the duties of fiduciaries to ERISA employee benefit plans, Judge Matthew J. Kacsmaryk in the Northern District of Texas defined the doctrine as turning on the “‘history and the breadth of the authority that [the agency] has asserted.’”\textsuperscript{139}

As the cases summarized above demonstrate, all three Fifth Circuit opinions, from Judge Richman, Judge Engelhardt, and Judge Ho, as well as at least two district court opinions, from Judge Mark Pittman and Judge Tipton, all defined the doctrine as applying to agency decisions of “vast economic and political significance.”\textsuperscript{140} Judge Lemmon similarly defined the


\textsuperscript{134} Id. at *3.

\textsuperscript{135} Id. at *39. (citing BST Holdings, L.L.C. v. OSHA, 17 F.4th 604, 617–18 (5th Cir. 2021)).

\textsuperscript{136} Id. at *40 (citing BST Holdings, L.L.C., 17 F.4th at 617 (finding that the major questions doctrine applies when compliance costs surpass $3 billion); Brown v. DOE, 640 F. Supp. 3d 644 (N.D. Tex. 2022) (finding the major questions doctrine to apply when compliance costs surpass $400 billion); Biden v. Nebraska, 143 S. Ct. 2355, 2372 (2023) (suggesting the major questions doctrine applies in a case to release 43 million borrowers from their obligations to pay back $430 billion in student loans).


\textsuperscript{140} Texas v. United States, 50 F.4th 498, 527 (5th Cir. 2022); Louisiana v. Biden, 55 F.4th 1017, 1028 (5th Cir. 2022).
doctrine as applying to “issues of major national significance.”\textsuperscript{141} In contrast, Judge Kacsmaryk defined the doctrine as turning on the “history and the breadth of the authority that [the agency] has asserted.”\textsuperscript{142} The remaining district court opinions all define the doctrine as turning on several factors in ways that differ from one another. For example, while Judge Robert Pitman defined the doctrine as turning on “[1] the history and the breadth of the authority that [the EPA] ha[d] asserted[,] . . . [2] the economic and political significance of that assertion; and [3] the principle that [e]xtraordinary grants of regulatory authority are rarely accomplished through modest words, vague terms, or subtle device[s],”\textsuperscript{143} Judge Rutherford wrote that the doctrine turns on “(1) whether the authority is from an ‘old statute employed in a novel manner,’ (2) the economic impact of the regulation, (3) whether the regulation lies outside of the agency’s ‘core competencies,’ and (4) whether the regulation involves a matter of political significance.”\textsuperscript{144}

As in the D.C. Circuit, judges in the Fifth Circuit also deviated from their own articulated frameworks of the doctrine. For example, neither Judge Engelhardt nor Judge Lemmon discussed metrics of economic or political significance despite having defined the doctrine as turning on economic and political significance. Instead, both judges focused on regulatory history and whether the action constituted a “transformative expansion” or “shift” in the agency’s authority.\textsuperscript{145}

Judges also seemed to differ in their treatment of regulatory history. As explained above, for Judge Engelhardt, Judge Lemmon, and Judge Kacsmaryk, regulatory history was the focus of their analysis.\textsuperscript{146} Judge Robert Pitman and Judge Doughty analyzed regulatory history, among other factors. For Judge Starr and Judge Mark Pittman, regulatory history was relevant not to whether the agency action triggered the major questions doctrine but to whether there was clear congressional authorization; this is explained in further detail below. Finally, and in sharp contrast, Judge
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\item \textsuperscript{141} United States v. Empire Bulkert Ltd., No. CR 21-126, 2022 WL 3646069, at *3 (E.D. La. Aug. 24, 2022).
\item \textsuperscript{142} Utah v. Walsh, No. 2:23-CV-016-Z, 2023 WL 6205926, at *4 n.3 (N.D. Tex. Sept. 21, 2023).
\item \textsuperscript{143} Rest. L. CJr. v. DOL., No. 1:21-CV-1106-RP, 2023 WL 4375518, at *8 (W.D. Tex. July 6, 2023) (internal quotations omitted).
\item \textsuperscript{146} Louisiana v. Biden, 55 F.4th at 1029–31; Empire Bulkert Ltd., 2022 WL 3646069, at *1–2; Utah v. Walsh, 2023 WL 6205926, at *4 n.3.
\end{itemize}
Richman seemed to implicitly reject the relevance of regulatory history. There, the government pointed to the Reagan Administration’s Family Fairness program, which deferred deportation for 1.5 million people, but the court found this comparison irrelevant. The court explained that “historical practice . . . ‘does not, by itself, create power.” While this does not necessarily contradict the language in West Virginia, Judge Richman did not engage with the importance that West Virginia places on history. Meanwhile, Judge Barker focused on the history of the law instead of the regulations. Judges in the Fifth Circuit also differed in how they measured economic and political significance and what they viewed as the threshold amount for significance. Some judges looked to the number of individuals affected. For example, Judge Doughty wrote that the Head Start Mandate triggers the doctrine because it imposes requirements on “273,600 Head Start staff, 864,000 children and approximately 1,000,000 volunteers.” Similarly, Judge Starr concluded that the terrorism watchlist had vast political significance because the watchlist consists of over a million people, the government can place an unlimited number of people on the list, and there are significant liberty intrusions that flow from the list. However, Judge Robert Pitman found that the rule did not trigger the doctrine when DOL’s rule affected 1.2 million workers because this was a “small fraction” of the 139.4 million workers who are covered by the FLSA.

Other judges considered various cost figures associated with the rules.
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150. Chamber of Com. v. CFPB, No. 6:22-cv-00381, 2023 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 159398, at *18 (E.D. Tex. Sept. 8, 2023) (“The law’s history, the breadth of the regulatory assertion, and the economic and political significance of the assertion.”). Id. at *20 (“In addition, the CFPB’s claimed authority to prohibit disparate-impact discrimination is something that Congress rarely authorizes. When it does, Congress authorizes disparate-impact liability only in narrow circumstances, with limits that exist to avoid ‘serious constitutional questions.’ So one would naturally expect a clear statement for Congress to authorize a version of discrimination liability that even explicit nondiscrimination statutes usually do not cover and that can raise serious constitutional questions.” (citing Tex. Dep’t of Hous. & Cnty. Afts. v. Inclusive Cmty’s Project, Inc., 576 U.S. 519, 540 (2015))).
Judge Rutherford wrote that compliance costs that amounted to $80 million annually were “far short of the ‘vast economic . . . significance’ to support application of the [doctrine].” Yet, Judge Barker found that “the millions of dollars per year spent by companies” in compliance with a rule triggered the doctrine. Judge Mark Pittman concluded that the doctrine applied to agency actions that result in “billions of dollars in spending.” In line with that analysis, Judge Robert Pitman concluded that the cost of the rule, $183.6 million, was less than the billions of dollars considered in prior major questions doctrine cases and did not trigger the doctrine. Judge Tipton considered the $13.4 million in familiarization costs, $3.8 million in implementation costs, and $1.7 billion in annual transfer payments.

At other points, judges considered other factors in measuring political significance, such as Judge Mark Pittman, who looked to whether Congress “engaged in robust debates” over bills and “considered and rejected” such bills. Judge Barker considered whether the subject of the statute was “often part of delicate negotiations requiring compromises or tradeoffs.”

Finally, three of the district court opinions, from Judge Doughty, Judge Starr, and Judge Mark Pittman—all of whom are Republican appointees—seemingly relied on Justice Gorsuch’s concurrence in West Virginia. Under Justice Gorsuch’s framework, an agency action triggers the doctrine when

159. Texas v. United States, 50 F.4th 498, 519–20 (5th Cir. 2022). See also Brunstein & Goodson, supra note 5 at 51–71.
160. Brown, 640 F. Supp. at 664 (citing West Virginia v. EPA, 142 S. Ct. 2587, 2620–21 (2022) (Gorsuch, J., concurring)).
the agency (1) “claims the power to resolve a matter of great ‘political significance,’” (2) “seeks to regulate ‘a significant portion of the American economy,’” or (3) “seeks to ‘intrud[e] into an area that is the particular domain of state law.’” If the agency action triggers the doctrine, then determining whether there is clear congressional authorization depends on: (1) “the legislative provisions on which the agency seeks to rely ‘with a view to their place in the overall statutory scheme,’” (2) “the age and focus of the statute the agency invokes in relation to the problem the agency seeks to address,” (3) “the agency’s past interpretations of the relevant statute,” and (4) “when there is a mismatch between an agency’s challenged action and its assigned mission and expertise.”

There as variation even among the judges who seemed to rely on Justice Gorsuch’s concurrence. For example, Judge Doughty quoted Justice Gorsuch’s four factors in determining whether there is clear congressional authorization. Justice Gorsuch’s concurrence also seems to inform Judge Starr’s opinion, but he lists six factors to determine clear congressional authorization: the agency “(1) relies on a ‘cryptically delegated’ power, (2) ‘lack[s] the requisite expertise,’ (3) ‘relies on an unheralded power,’ (4) receives a ‘transformative [power] expansion,’ (5) ‘fundamentally revis[es]’ the law, and (6) regulates subject matter ‘with a unique political history.’” Meanwhile, Judge Mark Pittman’s analysis of whether there was clear congressional authorization focused on traditional tools of statutory construction but cites Justice Gorsuch’s concurrence in finding relevant “the agency’s past interpretations of the relevant statute.”

C. Ninth Circuit

The Ninth Circuit decided one case that discussed the major questions doctrine, and judges in the district courts in the Ninth Circuit decided four cases discussing the major questions doctrine.

163. West Virginia, 142 S. Ct. at 2620–21 (Gorsuch, J., concurring).
164. Id. at 2622–23.
167. Brown, 640 F. Supp. 3d at 664 (quoting West Virginia, 142 S. Ct. at 2625 (Gorsuch, J., concurring)).
Mayes v. Biden, the Ninth Circuit’s only case discussing the major questions doctrine, involved another challenge to President Biden’s Contractor Vaccine Mandate. Here, Judge Mark Bennett, writing for the court, held that the major questions doctrine does not apply to actions by the President since the doctrine is concerned with “agency decisions of vast ‘economic and political significance,’” but went on to explain that even if the major questions doctrine did apply to presidential actions, it would still not preclude the Mandate.

Judge Bennett advanced a framework of the doctrine focused on whether the action constitutes a “transformative expansion of regulatory authority.” Judge Bennett also explicitly rejected Arizona Attorney General Mayes’s formulation of the doctrine that relied on Justice Gorsuch’s concurrence in West Virginia and focused on metrics of economic and political significance and whether the action intruded into an area that is the particular domain of state law. Judge Bennett cataloged the history of executive orders under the statute and concluded that the Mandate “fit[] well within the Procurement Act’s historical uses, [and] was not a transformative expansion of the President’s authority under that Act.”

District courts within the Ninth Circuit have decided four cases discussing the major questions doctrine. First, in Sweet v. Cardona, in the Northern District of California, student-loan borrowers brought a class action against DOE alleging that DOE had unlawfully denied or delayed processing their borrower-defense claims. DOE reached a settlement, which in part provided for automatic loan discharge for students who attended certain for-profit schools. A group of these schools intervened to challenge the legality of the settlement. Judge Alsup’s framework of the doctrine focused on whether the agency relied on “modest words, vague terms, or subtle devices” or “oblique or elliptical language” to “make a radical or fundamental change to a statutory scheme.”
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Similar to Judge Bennett, Judge Alsup also eschewed reliance on metrics of economic and political significance and focused instead on whether the agency action was unheralded and transformative. He explained that the settlement would “not fundamentally transform a domestic industry, nor [would] it have any national ripple effect.” With regards to metrics of economic and political significance, he emphasized that while “this settlement [would] discharge over six billion dollars in loans . . . West Virginia made clear that determining whether a case contains a major question is not merely an exercise in checking the bottom line.” Moreover, he explained that Supreme Court precedent “considered ‘unusual’ and ‘unheralded’ applications of agency authority.” He then considered the history of the DOE’s use of the settlement authority and included a table outlining seven prior exercises of this settlement authority. He ultimately concluded that the settlement was not unusual or unheralded since DOE had exercised this settlement authority “many times, even in the past few years, even across administrations . . . .”

In the second district court case, Kaweah Delta Health Care District v. Becerra, Judge Consuelo Marshall in the Central District of California addressed the legality of HHS’s rule adopting the Low Wage Index Redistribution and Payment Reduction policies under the Medicare Act, which increased the Medicare wage index values for hospitals in the bottom quartile and decreased the wage index for all other hospitals. Judge Marshall also seems to define the doctrine as turning on whether the agency made “major policy decisions” based on “modest words, vague terms, or subtle device[s]” or “oblique or elliptical language” which constituted a “radical or fundamental change’ to a statutory scheme.” She concluded that the Low Wage Index Redistribution and Payment Reduction policies were major policy decisions and a fundamental change to the manner in which wage indexes are calculated.

In Arizona v. Walsh, Judge John J. Tuchi in the District of Arizona decided a challenge to the DOL’s rule raising the minimum wage for
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employees of federal contractors. Judge Tuchi’s analysis focused on regulatory history. He found that the President’s asserted authority was not “novel” or “breathtaking,” noting that “presidents of both political parties have issued [similar] orders . . . pertaining to the compensation of contractors’ employees, including orders specifically setting requirements for their minimum wages.”

He also found relevant that this was “not a case in which an agency ha[d] relied on an ancillary statutory provision to exercise novel regulatory powers . . .” With regards to metrics of economic and political significance, Judge Tuchi explained that DOL’s rule would affect 1.8 million employees (roughly one percent of the national workforce), and approximately 327,300 of those workers would receive a wage increase in the first year of implementation. However, he explained that “[f]or comparison, the Supreme Court did not apply the major questions doctrine in Biden v. Missouri, which concerned “a vaccine mandate affecting more than 10 million workers employed in facilities accepting federal Medicare and Medicaid funding.” Second, he noted that DOL’s rule would have an economic impact of $1.7 billion in projected annual transfers from employers to employees. He found that this was “far less than the $1 trillion reduction in GDP projected to result from the Clean Power Plan by 2040 [in West Virginia], or the $50 billion the Supreme Court found to be a ‘reasonable proxy’ of the economic impact of the nationwide eviction moratorium [in Alabama Realtors].”

Finally, Alaska Industrial Development and Export Authority v. Biden involved an action against the Biden Administration’s moratorium on oil and gas leasing in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. Judge Sharon L. Gleason did not define a framework of the doctrine but states that the doctrine applies to cases involving an “agency’s assertion of ‘sweeping authority’ such as a statutory interpretation that would allow an agency to ‘substantially restructure the American energy market’ or ‘cancel[] roughly $430 billion of federal student loan balances, completely erasing the debts of 20 million borrowers.’”
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contrast, Judge Gleason explained that the moratorium “affect[ed] only a total of nine oil and gas leases held by three lessees over a discrete portion of land in northern Alaska, and it is both temporary and limited in nature.”

As the cases summarized above demonstrate, judges in the Ninth Circuit advanced at least four different frameworks of the major questions doctrine. Judge Bennett’s framework turned on whether the agency action constituted a “transformative expansion of regulatory authority.” Both Judge Alsup and Judge Marshall articulated frameworks of the doctrine that consider whether an agency made a “major policy decision” through “modest words, vague terms, or subtle devices” or “oblique or elliptical language” to affect a “radical or fundamental change to a statutory scheme.” Judge Tuchi defined the doctrine as applying where an “agency has relied on an ancillary statutory provision to exercise novel regulatory powers.” And, Judge Gleason defined the doctrine as applying to agency assertions of “sweeping authority.”

In three of the four decisions—Mayes v. Biden, Sweet v. Cardona, and Arizona v. Walsh, judges focused their analyses on regulatory history and whether the action at issue represented a transformative change in authority. Both Mayes v. Biden and Sweet v. Cardona also explicitly rejected formulations of the doctrine that placed dispositive weight on economic and political significance.

Judges in the Ninth Circuit also differed in selecting metrics of economic significance. For example, Judge Alsup noted that the settlement at issue would discharge over six billion dollars in student debt but clarified that this was insufficient on its own to trigger the doctrine. Meanwhile, Judge Tuchi discussed two metrics—that the rule at issue would affect 1.8 million employees and have an economic impact of $1.7 billion in projected annual transfers from employers to employees.

In contrast to some of the other lower court opinions, Judge Bennett rejected this reliance on metrics of economic and political significance: “the majority in West Virginia described the effect of the EPA action in that case as
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restructuring the American energy market’ because it ‘represent[ed] a transformative expansion in [its] regulatory authority.’” The court did “not read that sentence to mean that restructuring a sector or seeking to regulate a significant portion of the American economy is sufficient by itself to trigger the major questions doctrine.”

D. Other Circuits

There have been fourteen additional cases discussing the major questions doctrine across the lower courts. These cases are all discussed below, with an emphasis on highlighting the variation in judges’ approaches to defining and applying the doctrine.

There has been one case discussing the doctrine in the First Circuit, United States v. Freeman, which concerned a criminal prosecution of a defendant on charges related to the operation of an unlicensed money transmitting business. Judge Joseph N. Laplante, a Republican appointee in the District of New Hampshire, cited Justice Gorsuch’s concurrence for the triggers of the doctrine, writing that the doctrine applies when an agency “claims the power to resolve a matter of great ‘political significance’ or end an ‘earnest and profound debate across the country,’ “seeks to regulate a significant portion of the American economy or require billions of dollars in spending by private persons or entities,” or “seeks to intrud[e] into an area that is the particular domain of state law.”

In his analysis of economic significance, Judge Laplante noted that the relevant metric was not the “entire $3 trillion virtual currency market” since the rule was directed at a fraction of market participants, and also noted that there was no evidence that the guidance would “require billions of dollars in spending by private persons or entities” or cause any other downstream consequences, such as job losses or increases in consumer prices.

There has also been one case in the Second Circuit discussing the doctrine. This case, Securities Exchange Commission (SEC) v. Terraform Labs Pte. Ltd., before Judge Jed S. Rakoff in the Southern District of New York, involved an SEC enforcement action against a crypto-asset company for fraud. Judge Rakoff wrote that the doctrine applies “where an agency
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claims the ‘power to regulate a significant portion of the American economy’ that has ‘vast economic and political significance.’” 221 In contrast to Judge Laplante, Judge Rakoff looked to the significance of the industry that the SEC was regulating—the crypto-currency industry—and, comparing it to the industries at issues in the Court’s major questions doctrine precedents, concluded that it fell short of triggering the doctrine. 222 Judge Rakoff also explained that the SEC’s action was not a “transformative expansion in its regulatory authority” because it “align[ed] . . . with Congress’s expectations” of what the SEC regulates. 223

The Fourth Circuit has decided one case discussing the doctrine, and district court judges in the Fourth Circuit have decided two cases discussing the doctrine. The Fourth Circuit case, North Carolina Coastal Fisheries Reform Group v. Capt. Gaston L.L.C., 224 involved a challenge brought by a conservation group against a commercial fishing company pursuant to the Clean Water Act’s citizen-suit provision. 225 Writing for the court, Judge Julius N. Richardson named five triggers of the doctrine. 226 First, the “question must have significant political and economic consequences.” 227 A second “hallmark is when the Act’s structure indicates that Congress did not mean to regulate the issue in the way claimed” 228 or when “there is a different, “distinct regulatory scheme” already in place to deal with the issue which would conflict with the agency’s newly asserted authority.” 229 Third, courts are also “more hesitant to recognize new-found powers in old statutes against a backdrop of an agency failing to invoke them previously.” 2230 Fourth, “when the asserted power raises federalism concerns.” 2231 Fifth, when the “asserted authority falls outside the agency’s traditional expertise,” “or is found in an ‘ancillary provision.’” 2232 Judge Richardson explained that while
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these “indicators are non-exhaustive and need not be present in every major-questions case, they are among the things that cause us to hesitate and look for clear congressional authorization before proceeding.”

In contrast, in *Miller v. Garland*, Judge Rossie D. Alston in the Eastern District of Virginia defined the doctrine as turning on three factors. This case involved a challenge to the ATF’s rule, clarifying that weapons equipped with a stabilizing brace, which had previously evaded regulation, qualified under the definition of a “rifle” under the National Firearms Act. Judge Alston explained that the doctrine applies to “novel interpretations of ‘ancillary statutes’” and identified three factors that the Supreme Court has considered in applying the doctrine: “(1) whether the challenged action is outside the agency’s traditional field of expertise, (2) whether it intrudes on matters typically governed by state law, and (3) whether Congress has already expressly considered and rejected the measure.”

The second factor appears to come from Justice Gorsuch’s concurrence, although Judge Alston does not cite Justice Gorsuch’s concurrence.

Finally, Judge Robert C. Chambers in the Southern District of West Virginia took yet another approach in *GenBioPro, Inc. v. Sorsaia*. This case involved a challenge to West Virginia’s Unborn Child Protection Act as unlawfully restricting the sale of mifepristone in West Virginia. Judge Chambers defined the doctrine as applying to “decisions of vast economic and political significance.” He “does not dispute the serious social, ethical, economic, and political issues implicated by abortion.” Yet, he determines that FDA’s rule regulating access to mifepristone does not trigger the doctrine because “[t]he seminal major questions cases all involved novel agency interpretations of long-standing ambiguous regulatory provisions as major grants of authority to reconfigure large aspects of the economy,” and, in contrast, FDA’s rule “does not effect a fundamental revision of the statute, changing it
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from one sort of scheme of regulation into an entirely different kind.”243

In the Sixth Circuit, there were two circuit opinions244 and three opinions from district court judges discussing the doctrine.245 Judge Joan Larsen in Kentucky v. Biden,246 and Judge David Bunning in United States v. Sadrinia247 dismissed the major questions doctrine argument out of hand and did not define the doctrine.248 Judge Richard Griffin in Allstates Refractory Contractors, L.L.C. v. Su249 and Judge Travis McDonough in Tennessee v. U.S. Dep’t of Agriculture250 both defined the doctrine as turning on “the ‘history and the breadth of the authority that [the agency] has asserted,’ and the ‘economic and political significance’ of that assertion.”251 Finally, in Niblock v. University of Kentucky,252 Judge Karen K. Caldwell, defined the doctrine as applying to agency actions “of vast economic and political significance.”253 Judge Caldwell, who is a Republican appointee, also seemingly relied on Justice Gorsuch’s concurrence in stating that “[c]ourt need not assess the [rule’s] scope or impact on the nation (whether it involves a matter of great political significance, vast economic regulation, or intrusion upon state sovereignty).”254

In the Eighth Circuit, the District of North Dakota decided West Virginia v. EPA,255 in which plaintiffs sought a preliminary injunction against the implementation of the EPA’s rule revising the definition of “Waters of the
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United States” (WOTUS) under the Clean Water Act. Judge Daniel Hovland defined the doctrine as prohibiting agencies from “exercis[ing] regulatory power ‘over a significant portion of the American economy’ or ‘mak[ing] a radical or fundamental change to a statutory scheme.’”

There has been one case in the Tenth Circuit discussing the doctrine, *Huck v. United States,* which was a district court opinion from Judge Robert Shelby in the District of Utah. Judge Shelby in the District of Utah concluded that the doctrine did not apply to the Bureau of Land Management’s regulations restricting motor vehicle access to certain public lands. Judge Shelby explains that the doctrine applies to “broad exercise[s] of [agency] authority” but does not undergo a major questions analysis, instead concluding that the agency had clear congressional authorization.

The Eleventh Circuit has decided two cases discussing the doctrine. In *West Virginia v. U.S. Department of the Treasury,* Judge Robin S. Rosenbaum dissented from a denial of a rehearing en banc of a decision regarding a tax offset provision in the American Rescue Plan Act. In a lengthy analysis, Judge Rosenbaum suggests that the doctrine applies “where an agency repurposed a statute to serve a new aim not articulated by Congress,” where an “agency invo[kes] ‘extravagant statutory power over the national economy,’ affecting a broad swath of the economy not previously regulated by the agency,” or when both these conditions are present. And in *Georgia v. President of the United States,* which was another challenge to the Contractor Vaccine Mandate, Judge Britt C. Grant concluded that the Mandate violated the major questions doctrine without undergoing any sort of analysis.

**CONCLUSION**

Surveying lower court decisions in the year following *West Virginia* reveals that there is no one major questions doctrine in the lower courts. Lower courts exhibited significant variation in their articulations and applications of the doctrine both within and across circuits. It appears that lower courts have read
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West Virginia as providing vast discretion in applying the doctrine, treating the doctrine as little more than a grab-bag of factors at their disposal. And, in most cases concerning Biden Administration agency actions and executive orders, judges appear to apply the doctrine to reach outcomes that appear to align with the partisan preferences of the judge’s appointing President.